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Who is your favorite Author and why?

My favorite author is Rachel Renee Russell
because her book Dork Diaries is my favorite book.

What genre do you prefer to read?
I like fairy tales the best.

Where do you learn about books you
might want to read in the future?

I hear about books from my friends, telling me
about the stories they read.

Where do you like to read best?

I like reading in my room the best, where it is
nice and quiet.

When is your favorite time of the day
to read and why?
I like to read during the day. I remember more
when I read when I am wide awake.
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ivalry at Silver Spires is a book about
Grace, a girl who goes to a boarding
school, who signs up for a swimming
competition. When Grace and her friends are
on the computers checking their emails, Grace
reads a nasty email saying that she shows
off. Grace doesn’t admit that the email upsets
her, but continues receiving the nasty emails.
A few days later Grace is practicing for the
competition with the other girls that joined.
Grace is preparing to dive off the block when
she hears snickering. Afterwards, while Grace
is in the bathroom, a girl points out that Grace
has a hole in her swimsuit. Grace then decides
to go on her friend’s email secretly to see if
anybody is talking about her. Afterwards,
Grace ﬁnds out that her new friend had her
swim suite stolen. Grace decides she needs
to ﬁnd the person sending the hateful emails,
and she has an idea of who it is. Grace goes
to the dorm and catches the bully, but she has
no proof. Luckily for Grace, Mrs. Mellor,
the swim coach, watches somebody put a
swimsuit underneath one of the chairs by the
pool. If you want to know who gets busted,
read the book!
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